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1: The Little Mermaid: Ariel's Beginning - Wikipedia
The Little Mermaid: Ariel's Beginning (also known as The Little Mermaid III) is a American animated direct-to-video
fantasy film produced by DisneyToon Studios, and a prequel to Disney's animated film The Little Mermaid.

The Little Mermaid film Ariel first appears in The Little Mermaid , in which she is shown as being
adventurous and curious about the world of humans, a fascination which angers both her father King Triton
and his court composer Sebastian, as merfolk are not allowed to make contact with the human world. She and
Flounder go in search of human objects, which they take to a seagull named Scuttle for appraisal. Ariel falls in
love with a human prince named Prince Eric after saving him from drowning, and visits the sea witch, Ursula ,
who agrees to turn her into a human in exchange for her voice. Ariel must make Prince Eric fall in love with
her and romantically kiss her within three days, lest she belong to Ursula forever. After being transformed,
Ariel is naked, except for her breasts, and cannot breathe, nor swim. Sebastian and Flounder take her to the
surface. She is soon found by Eric and is taken back to his castle. After learning from Scuttle that the woman
is Ursula in disguise, Ariel disrupts the wedding and regains her voice but the sun sets as Ariel and Prince Eric
are about to kiss, transforming Ariel back into a mermaid. After transforming herself back into her true witch
form, Ursula takes Ariel back into the ocean, where she is met by King Triton and Sebastian. Triton trades
himself for Ariel, enabling Ursula to steal his crown and enabling her to claim his trident, a fascination which
angers Ariel, who will not allow Ursula to destroy merfolk and humans. In the battle that follows, Ariel is
trapped at the bottom of a whirlpool. After Ursula dies, her spell is broken, and King Triton and the merfolk
are transformed back to normal merpeople. At the end of the film, after King Triton uses his magical trident to
transform her into a human, Ariel leaves the sea to live in the human world, and she and Eric marry and live
happily ever after. Ariel appears in all 31 episodes of the series, which is set an unspecified time before the
first film. In one episode Ariel comes across Hans Christian Andersen , author of "The Little Mermaid", while
he was traveling underwater in a primitive submarine. A soundtrack containing some of these songs was
released in under the title "Splash Hits". Return to the Sea[ edit ] Main article: The Little Mermaid II: So they
build a large wall to separate it from the castle. King Triton uses his trident to transform Ariel back into her
own mermaid form to find and rescue Melody. Together with Tip the Penguin and Dash the Walrus she goes
to Atlantica and succeeds in acquiring the trident. Ariel arrives as they return with it to Morgana, and tries to
persuade Melody to give back the trident. Morgana captures Melody then seals her behind ice wall. Melody
manages to grab the trident and returns it to King Triton, who then punishes Morgana by sending her to the
bottom of the ocean frozen in a block of ice. As Ariel and her family relax in a lagoon, a pirate ship
approaches and everyone flees except Athena, who returns to recover a music box Triton had given her and is
killed when the ship crushes her. Afterwards, a devastated King Triton bans all music from Atlantica and
throws the music box deep into the ocean. Ariel meets Flounder and follows him to a secret underground club
where Sebastian and his band play music. There she sings the song "I Remember", which reminds her of her
distant past surrounded by love and music, and of her mother. Ariel introduces her sisters to the club, but
eventually they are caught thanks to Marina, who had followed them. After arguing with Triton, Ariel breaks
the band out of prison and escapes with them. On their way back to Atlantica, they encounter Marina, and a
struggle ensues in which Ariel is knocked unconscious, witnessed by Triton. Ariel makes a full recovery, and
a remorseful Triton allows music back into Atlantica. Songs from the Sea The former is a cover album mainly
focusing on Samuel E. Ariel also appears in Songs and Story: Printed media[ edit ] Ariel appears in a number
of printed media that have been released as part of the franchise. Carr; King Triton, Beware! Disney Princess[
edit ] In , Ariel became an official member of the newly launched Disney Princess line, an umbrella franchise
that includes various Disney princesses under its banner. The franchise is directed at young girls and covers a
wide variety of merchandise, including but not limited to magazines, music albums, toys, video games ,
clothes, and stationery. Enchanted Journey , Disney Princess: Magical Jewels and Disney Princess: My
Fairytale Adventure
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The kingdom of Atlantica where music is forbidden, the youngest daughter of King Triton, named Ariel, discovers her
love to an underground music club and sets off to a daring adventure to bring restoration of music back to Atlantica.

Source The Little Mermaid: Contents [ show ] Plot King Triton and his wife, Queen Athena , rule over the
underwater kingdom of Atlantica , which is filled with music and laughter. They have seven young daughters,
the youngest of whom is Ariel. The merfolk are shown relaxing in a lagoon above water, and Triton gives
Athena a music box. Suddenly, a big pirate ship approaches. Everyone escapes except Athena, who is crushed
by the ship when she tries to save the music box. Ten years later, Ariel and her six older sisters are not happy
with living under a strict routine maintained by their governess, Marina Del Rey and her assistant, Benjamin.
Ariel hates their current lifestyle, which brings her into conflict with her father. One day, Ariel encounters
Flounder the tropical fish whom she later follows to an underground music club. She is overjoyed by the
presence of music and is shocked when she sees Sebastian performing there. When her presence is revealed,
the entire band stops playing and hides, believing Ariel will tell her father about them. Ariel sings a song
explaining her love of music and the remembrance of her mother and she joins the club with an oath. Ariel
returns to the palace, and her sisters confront her over her disappearance. She explains where she was, and the
following night all seven girls go to the club to have fun. Marina secretly finds them, and she later reports their
activities to Triton. Sebastian, Flounder, and the band are sent to jail, while Marina gets the job she wants.
Triton confines his daughters to the palace and Ariel says that her mother would not have wanted music
forbidden. She swims to the bedroom, with her sisters following and telling her that no one is happy except
Marina. That night, Ariel leaves Atlantica and frees her friends. Triton orders his guards to bring Ariel back
home, ignoring and angering Marina. On the way back, Marina and her electric eels confront Ariel, Flounder,
and Sebastian. Before music is restored back into the kingdom, the final battle begins when Marina bans Ariel
from going back to Atlantica. Marina wants to stop them so she will retain her position of "power", and a
struggle ensues. It ends when Marina almost kills Sebastian, but Ariel pushes her away, getting hit in the
process. Triton arrives in time to witness this, and he is remorseful for his actions. Triton apologizes to Ariel
for not listening to her and for not answering and sends her back to Atlantica before ordering his guards to
arrest Marina. Everyone, including Ariel, Sebastian, Flounder, and six older sisters, rejoices except Marina,
who has been sent to prison and is constantly blowing her nose. In addition, a storyboarded sequence
developed by Tod Carter indicated that the film was initially intended to be a sequel of at least The Little
Mermaid, if not Return to the Sea, with part of its plotline involving locating a white whale at the behest of
Prince Eric.
3: The Little Mermaid: Ariel's Beginning Watch Online Free - Movies
The Little Mermaid: Ariel's Beginning. Imagine a time long before Ariel met Prince Eric and walked on land - a time when
music was banned from the underwater kingdom of Atlantica.

4: The Little Mermaid: Ariel's Beginning () - Rotten Tomatoes
The Little Mermaid: Ariel's Beginning (also known as The Little Mermaid III) is a Disney direct-to-video film released in It
is the prequel to the Disney animation feature from 's The Little Mermaid.

5: The Little Mermaid: Ariel's Beginning | Disney Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
A prequel to The Little Mermaid, The Little Mermaid: Ariel's Beginning is good family entertainment that deserves a spot
in every Disney collection--even if the film isn't quite as striking as the original. It's hard to imagine the underwater world
of Atlantica without music, but following the death of Ariel's mother Queen Athena, King Triton.
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A clip from Ariel's Beginning. Love this movie and this scene so much!:).

7: Watch The Little Mermaid: Ariel's Beginning () Full Movie on www.enganchecubano.com
Animated musical prequel charts the enchanting, wonderful undersea misadventures of Ariel as a teenage mermaid
(voice of Jodi Benson), adapting to a world without music after their father, King.

8: Watch The Little Mermaid: Ariel's Beginning () Full HD Online
The Little Mermaid: Ariel's Beginning () The Little Mermaid is a story that has captivated us since its inception; we have
grown up with Ariel and have known her life in the seabed. We have fallen in love with her, have laughed with her and
we have cried in times of distress.

9: Watch The Little Mermaid: Ariel's Beginning Online Free - Movies
The Little Mermaid: Ariel's Beginning is a American animated direct-to-video fantasy film produced by DisneyToon
Studios, and a prequel to Disney's
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